
How to use the functions

1. Authenticating

Once you have an Excel workbook with the VBA code attached in a module (either the GA_data_fetch.xls
template file from my site or one of your own workbooks where you've attached the code), you start by
fetching an authentication token. Just type the email address and password you use when logging in to
Analytics, and insert the getGAauthenticationToken function pointing to these:

This will generate an authentication token, which you can use to fetch data (Note that
depending on your regional settings, you may need to use semicolons in the function
instead of commas).



2. A simple data query

Now you're ready to write data queries. The image below shows the most simple type of
data query: fetching the site total for a certain metric for a certain date range.



3.A more advanced data query

There are several optional parameters you can use to create more advanced queries - the
images below show one example, fetching visits coming from Google and splitting by the
search keyword:

This will return a result set looking something like this:



Following the same steps, you can create all kinds of advanced queries: you can fetch
several metrics at once (e.g. "visits&bounces"), and split them by multiple dimensions (e.g.
"source&medium"). You can combine multiple criteria to create filters on the data, or you
can use advanced segments you've created in GA. It's also easy to quickly fetch data from a
large number of profiles: simply type the profile IDs in one column, and getGAdata
functions pointing to those IDs in another column. All of the parameters for the query can
be generated dynamically by other Excel functions or macros; for example, instead of typing
a fixed date interval, you can type "TODAY()-6" and "TODAY()" as the start and end dates,
and the function will then always fetch data for the past seven days (including the current
day).

The getGAdata function accepts a lot of parameters for specifying the query. You can check
the various parameters by pressing the "fx" button as displayed in the image below.
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